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Ingredients of Robin

Robin is the first workplace platform that puts people
before places. Used by businesses of all sizes to
successfully manage hybrid work. 



We empower people to choose how and where they
work while providing organizations with the tools and
insights needed to succeed.
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Ingredients of Robin

Getting started with
flexible work




As a majority of organizations look to transition to 

a more hybrid work policy, there are new
challenges to creating a safe and successful office.

We know people do their best work when they have access to the

right people and resources to support them. Workplace flexibility

is the fastest rising priority for employees. Organizations will

introduce policies to make the office an option for their people.



Flexible teams around the world use Robin. From setting up your

workplace to managing in-office work as an employee, we have the

tools you need to manage an easy transition. Book a desk and

check-in, coordinate team meetings and reserve a space, see who’s

in the office and when all from a map. The office team can

implement and manage new policies, and track their success.
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How to interact 

with Robin
Robin’s platform integrates the tools you use today.
From calendars like Outlook and Google
Workspace to chat tools like Slack and Microsoft
Teams. Room displays run on iPads and our
interactive kiosk runs on any display.  


Mobile ap
Dashboar
Room display
Interactive kiosk & status board
Calendar and app integrations
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Mobile
The Robin mobile experience is designed to help
workplace teams empower their employees. Everyone
can easily reference schedules, book an available space
or desk, check-in with a QR code and locate teammates.
Download the mobile app for iOS, or Google Play.

Nora Kim

No access today 


Access again on Wed, March 10

Pioneer
Pass
Boston HQ

Pioneer Pass
Boston HQ

Your desk at 11 Farnsworth
Today, 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Floor 1, Pod 3
Checked in
View on map

Plan your next office visit
11 Farnsworth
Access: Mon, Tues, and Fri

Book a desk
Pass

Book a space
Office

People
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Dashboard
Get rid of outdated spreadsheets and unwanted tabs. Manage
your entire office experience within the same dashboard.
From visitor management to office utilization reports, the
Robin platform has you covered. Updates sync live so your
space is always up-to-date.
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Room displays
Make it simple to check into a scheduled meeting or
start one ad-hoc from a room display. Display whether a
room is free, booked, or unavailable from afar.
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Interactive kiosk &
status boards
Give people context at a glance or with an interactive
kiosk to find teammates, book desks or meeting rooms.
It’s always up to date and can run on any display.
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Calendar and app
integrations
Connect Robin to your favorite
apps so no one has to change how
they work. Works with Office 365,
Exchange, Google Calendar, along
with communication & video
conferencing tools like Slack,
Zoom, and BlueJeans.
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Solutions
Robin gives you the power to manage a return that
works for everyone. Safely reopen and create a
long-term flexible strategy that’s right for your team.
Introduce flexible work

Tools for workplace teams to manage flexible schedules, passes to
the office, meeting spaces and desk inventory, all on the office map.


Manage access to the office

Easily manage access to office resources like desks by location.
Configure desk avaliability with distance planning and require
health checkpoints for employees.  


Book desks and meeting rooms

Flexible desk management that’s focused on the employee
experience. The easiest way to coordinate office days with
teammates, book meeting rooms and navigage the office with
digital signage.  


Measure demand and utilization

Uncover trends and usage for desk and meeting room usage over
time to make more informed decisions. Robin recovers no-show
desk and room reservations to optimize availability.
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Introduce
flexible work
Empower your teams to choose. Employees can book exactly what
they need before arriving at your offices — rooms, desks, and
beyond. Robin gives everyone the power to safely coordinate trips
to the office and collaborate with their teams.

Meeting room and space
management

Customize your floor plan with meeting
rooms and flex spaces. Create unique
profiles (room size, location, amenities, and
more) and make it easy for anyone to find the
best space based on the task at hand.


Easy-to-update seating
charts

Build out your floor plan on a map using drag
& drop functionality. Assign seats, share
changes across teams before going live, and
find people faster. Unlike spreadsheets, these
seating charts stay up-to-date with the latest
changes.


Shared dashboard view

One place where your workplace team
works together. Manage all spaces, desks,
and resources in one central place.

11
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Manage access
to the office

Desk and meeting room
check-in for better visibility
Remind employees of upcoming desk or
room reservations and prompt them to
check in to get a more accurate view of

Control who has access to
specific desks or rooms, and
when. Changes sync instantly,
so everyone knows what is
available before arriving.

demand and availability.

Health checkpoints
Customize and distribute employee health
surveys prior to coming into the office to
keep everyone safe.

Assign passes to the office

Distance planning

Passes give employees the power to book

Manage seating arrangements to allow for

desks and rooms in the office on specific

max capacity with safe socially distanced

days, and easily see when you can come to

desks. Set radial parameters that can be

the office to work.

customized based on current or future needs.

Guest experience features

Easily manage capacity

Guests are part of the office experience.

Quickly manage resources to match capacity

Register guests, set up health screenings
and keep track of who is in office when with
Robin.

for meeting rooms and desks by location as
guidelines adapt. Updates sync instantly and
are never out of date.

11 Farnsworth
Person

November 15, 2020
Checkpoints

Confirmed

Desk

Albert Flores

Floor 1, Pod 4, Desk 1

Arly Smith

Floor 1, Pod 4, Desk 1

Brant Simmons

Floor 1, Pod 4, Desk 1
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Book desks and
meeting rooms
Meeting room booking

Match people to the right space at the best
time and avoid digging through calendars to
find what’s available. No wandering. No
wondering.

Desk booking

Support flexible seating like hot desking
(one-day reservations) and desk hoteling
(multiple day reservations) and empower
individuals to choose how and where they
work best.



Simplify check-in with QR
codes


Make checking into your desk simple by using
QR codes. Team members can simply scan
the code on the Robin app to claim their
desk.


Office wayfinding with digital
signage
Spend more time on the work that matters
and less time looking for people and
resources. Improve wayfinding with
interactive maps and make it easy to book
spaces and desks on the fly using kiosks and
room displays.

Floor 3, Kittery
Mon, Jan 21

No access today 


Your team

Access again on Wed, March 10

Pioneer
Boston HQ
Pass

Pioneer Pass
Create
Boston
HQyour team to find the best
day to come in

Create team

Your desk at 11 Farnsworth
Cupertino

Everyon
Today, 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
e

A

Floor 1, Pod 3
Checked in
Amy Butler

Abandoned meeting
protection


Remove abandoned events from the calendar
and avoid rooms sitting empty. Free up
unused space for the rest of your team to use.


9:00 am - 7:00 pm

Santa Maria

Shreveport

View on map

Allison Clark

Plan
yoPuatterson
r next office visit
Amy
B

jamin Quinn
11 FBen
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May
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days
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D

Book
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Orlando

Book a space

Monitor, Adjustable
Height
Diana Rice

Tufts
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Measure demand
and utilization
Space utilization



Recaptured time

How often are spaces actually in use?


How much space can your office save?


Understand whether your office is truly
cramped for space or if areas of the office go
untouched. Identify utilization patterns for
meeting spaces by day, week, or month.

Roughly 25% of all meetings are abandoned.
Release those meetings from the calendar
and give space back to your people, saving
you time and money.


Event fit



Are spaces and events well-matched?

Compare conference room capacity with the
number of attendees to help you understand
whether or not your people are using the
space as intended.



Desk check-ins
Are people actually coming into the office? 


Space and desk exports

Who was in a meeting in the last two weeks?

Get a detailed report for every reservation
made on spaces or desks over any date
range.



Office density

Sept 1 – Oct 1, 2020

September

Set requirements for people to check-in to
their desks, assigned or flexible, before
coming to the office. If they don’t check-in
after a set amount of time, the reservation is
cancelled and made avaliable to others.

No data
40-60%

0-20%
60-80%

20-40%
80-100%
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Conclusion

Robin gives you the power to manage a return that works for everyone. Safely reopen and create

a long-term flexible strategy that’s right for your team. 




Talk to a Robin specialist today about
how you can get started.

Schedule a demo today

hello@robinpowered.com

